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Abstract—We demonstrate a unique temperature-dependent 
characteristic of the selectively liquid-crystal-filled photonic 
crystal fiber (SLCPCF), which is realized by selectively 
infiltrating liquid crystal into a single air hole located at the 
second ring near the core of the PCF. Three-resonance dips are 
observed in the transmission spectrum. Theoretical and 
experimental investigations reveal that the three-resonance dips 
all result from the coupling between the LP01 core mode and the 
rod modes, i.e., LP03 and LP51. Then, we find that the dips shift 
induced by temperature shows good agreements with the 
thermo-optic performance of the LC employed in the Ref. [1]. 
Furthermore, the dips shift greatly with changes in temperature, 
providing a method to achieve temperature measurement in such 
a compact structure.  
 
Index Terms—Photonic crystal fibers; Liquid-crystal devices; 
Fiber optics sensors; Fiber optics 
I. INTRODUCTION 
nfiltration of liquid crystals (LCs) into the air holes of 
photonic crystal fibers (PCFs) has been becoming a good 
infusion candidate for realizing thermally tunable devices. On 
one hand, the guiding mechanism of PCF from modified total 
internal reflection to photonic bandgap (PBG) guidance could 
be implemented by filling all of PCF’s holes with LCs [2-11]. 
In special, Larsen et al. [2] proposed a thermo-optic switching 
based on that the PBG transmission could be totally depressed 
around the LC’s clearing point temperature. Filling of the 
complete cladding region and coupling processes of 
waveguides were investigated by Lorenz et al. [3-4, 6, 8] and 
Wahle et al. [9-10]. Recently, we demonstrated a 
liquid-crystal-filled PCF and investigated its temperature 
response nearby a unique LC’s clearing point [11]. 
On the other hand, selective infiltration techniques enabled a 
controllable and repeatable fabrication of tunable PCF devices 
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[12-14]. Nevertheless, few reports investigated its temperature 
properties by taking advantage of selectively filling LC into 
PCFs except for the previous reports [15-17]. However, the 
heating range was limited and its temperature-dependent 
properties were not implemented completely.  
In this letter, we experimentally investigate the temperature 
responses of selectively liquid-crystal-filled photonic crystal 
fibers (SLCPCFs) ranging from -45 ˚C to 110 ˚C in detail. We 
observe three-resonance dips in the measured transmission 
spectrum and theoretically conclude that these resonance dips 
result from the coupling between the LP01 core mode and the 
rod modes, i.e., LP03 and LP51, respectively. Interesting is that 
the LC possesses special phase transition property (from 
anisotropy to isotropy) at 58 ˚C. Furthermore, the SLCPCF 
demonstrates a method to achieve high-sensitivity temperature 
sensing (with a sensitivity of 40 nm/˚C) in such a compact 
structure.  
II. PROPERTIES OF LIQUID CRYSTAL AND DEVICE FABRICATION 
A commonly used nematic liquid crystal (NLC) from Merck, 
i.e., E7 has been employed. Anisotropic optical properties of E7 
can be described by the extraordinary and ordinary refractive 
index of ne and no when the temperature is lower than a clearing 
point temperature, TNI, of 58 ˚C. However, no takes dominating 
effect in modifying the wave-guiding properties of the PCF 
according to the reference [18]. Firstly, no decreases with the 
rise in temperature until no tend to be a stable value. Then, no 
increases further with the rise in temperature. Then, ne equals to 
no and the anisotropy vanishes when the temperature is higher 
than TNI [1]. 
 
Fig. 1. Temperature-dependent refractive indices of E7 at λ=589 nm and 
λ=1550 nm, respectively. The inset shows the enlarged temperature 
characteristics of the refractive indices of LC, i.e., E7. 
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A schematic flowchart of the selective infiltration process is 
illustrated in Fig. 2. Firstly, an optimized splicing parameters 
(prefusion power, standard -25 bit; prefusion time, 180 ms; 
overlap, 6 μm; fusion power one, standard-30 bit; fusion time 
one, 300 ms; offset, L-30 μm) are involved to avoid collapsing 
air holes in the cladding. Secondly, a section of ~10-μm-long 
SMF away from the splicing point on the fiber surface has been 
held back by means of a precision cleaving device. As a result, 
the spliced end of the PCF is fully blocked by the ~10-μm-long 
SMF. Furthermore, with this thickness of the SMF, all air holes 
in the cladding can be clearly observed with the microscopic 
objectives employed, as shown in Fig. 2(b). Thirdly, the fs laser 
pulses (λ=800 nm) of 120-fs duration with repetition rate of 1 
kHz are focused onto the fiber samples by microscopic 
objectives. Moreover, the on-target pulse energy could be 
precisely controlled by rotating the half-wave plate 
incorporated with a polarizer. Fiber samples are mounted onto a 
computer controlled three-dimensional translation stage, as 
shown in Fig. 2(c). Intuitively, the microscopic images 
corresponding to Fig. 2(a), (b), and (c) are depicted in the lower 
right side of Fig. 2. In this experiment, the air hole on one end 
of a ~1-m-long PCF is selectively opened and high pressure gas 
is applied to the one selected air-columns of the PCF. In the 
meantime, the other end of the ~1-m-long PCF is placed in the 
splicer. Thus, the whole endface collapsed except the selected 
air hole corresponding to the other end is opened. 
Next, one end of the selectively opened ~1-m-long PCF is 
sealed in a pressure tube connected to an injection syringe, and 
the other end of the PCF is immerged in a vessel holding for E7. 
The injection syringe is fixed on an electrically controlled 
moving stage to provide a constant pressure difference. When 
pulling the plunger of the injection syringe, it produces a 
vacuum pressure in the tube and in the single channel of the 
PCF, which is thereby filled with LC, selectively. 
 
Fig. 2. Flowchart of selective infiltration assisted with femtosecond laser 
micromachining, (a) fusion splicing; (b) precision cleaving; (c) laser drilling. 
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
We employ a large mode area PCF (ESM-12), as shown in 
Fig. 3(a), the air holes of the PCF with a core diameter of 9 µm 
have an average diameter of 3.6 µm and are arranged in a 
hexagonal pattern with an average pitch of 7.9 µm. The liquid 
crystal, i.e., E7 employed in this experiment is stored in a 
vessel, as shown in Fig. 3(b). Considering the material 
dispersion, we numerically calculate the effective refraction 
index of the core mode, i.e., LP01 and the satellite rod modes, 
i.e., LP03 and LP51, respectively, at 25 ˚C, by using the 
full-vector finite-element method. As shown in Fig. 3(c), at 25 
˚C, the dispersion curve of the core LP01 mode (the black solid 
curve) intersects that of the LP51 mode of rod (the red solid 
curve) near 1400 nm. Meanwhile, it can intersect the dispersion 
curves of the LP03 mode of rod (the magenta dashed curves) 
near 1220 nm and 1250 nm, so there will be three resonance 
dips. The insets are the simulated mode profiles of the LP01 
mode and the satellite rod modes (LP03 and LP51). Note that the 
other rod modes are not plotted in Fig. 3(c) as their dispersion 
curves cannot intersect with the core LP01 curve in the spectral 
range from 1100 to 1700 nm. The transmission spectrum of the 
SLCPCF at 25 ˚C is shown in Fig. 3(c). The measured dip 
positions agree well with the simulated results except that the 
slight difference between the measured and the calculated dip 
position near 1400 nm. We attribute the slight difference to that 
the actual RI values and the geometrical structural parameters 
of the fiber cannot be fully consistent with the values used in 
the theoretical calculations. In the three resonance areas we 
select the resonant peak near 1400 nm as characteristic peaks, 
and mark it as λres1. 
 
Fig. 3. Cross-sectional SEM images of the PCF employed (a); the liquid crystal 
employed, i.e., E7 (b); Dispersion curves of the core mode LP01 and the satellite 
rod modes (LP03, LP51) at 25 ˚C; the blue solid line represents the transmission 
spectrum of liquid crystal selective filled PCF (c). The insets are the simulated 
mode profiles of the core mode LP01 and the satellite rod modes (LP03, LP51).  
The infiltrated PCF sample is then cut back for a small 
distance and spliced with SMF such that a number of different 
infiltrated PCF lengths are achieved. For different infiltration 
length L, the transmission spectra of the sample at room 
temperature are measured and shown in Fig. 4, respectively. It 
can be seen that the transmission spectra with different L 
present the same resonant dip positions near 1220, 1250, and 
1400 nm, respectively, except that the depth of the dips are 
deeper with the increasing L. This reference [19] explained well 
that it is important to match the infiltration length L as closely 
as possible to Lc to optimize the depths of the resonant dip, and 
then to optimize the detection limit of the device, where Lc 
represents the coupling length. More significantly, the fusion 
splicing between the infiltrated PCF and the SMF are optimized 
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with an insertion loss of less than 2 dB via the improved 
splicing parameters. 
 
Fig. 4. The measured transmission spectra of the samples at room temperature 
for different infiltration length L. 
The SLCPCF with 2.1-cm length is placed in a column oven 
to investigate its transmission spectra at different temperature 
with a supercontinuum source and an optical spectrum 
analyzer. In addition, a differential thermocouple is used to 
measure the temperature with an accuracy of 0.1 ˚ C. Figure 5(a) 
shows the transmission spectra of the SLCPCF, corresponding 
to the temperature varying from -45 ˚C to 30 ˚C. The resonant 
coupling firstly appears in a wide spectral range near 1350 nm 
at 30 ˚C shown as the pink line. Then another resonant dips 
disappear with the increasing temperature and the 
corresponding dips depth increase gradually. By tracing λres1, 
the temperature sensitivity can be obtained, as shown in Fig. 
5(b). The curve is fit by an exponential function approximation 
with a high goodness-of-fit coefficient R2 value. We can see 
that the rise in temperature results in a ‘blue’ shift of λres1. 
 
Fig. 5. (a) The transmission spectra of the SLCPCF corresponding to variations 
in temperature from -45 °C to 30 °C; (b) Temperature sensitivity of λres1. 
The further rise in temperature, from 40 ˚C to 57 ˚C, results 
in a ‘red’ shift of λres1 and the shift can be fit by an allometric-2 
function approximation with a coefficient R2 value (R2=0.995). 
In special, as the temperature approaches the clearing point of 
58 ˚C, a very slight temperature variation result in an evident 
shift, as shown in Fig. 6. For instance, a wavelength shift as 
high as 12.06 nm is obtained as the temperature, i.e., T, varying 
from 57.0 ˚C to 57.3 ˚C. Therefore, experimental sensitivity 
exceeding 40.2 nm/˚C is achieved. The highest sensitivity for 
temperature is up to 40.2 nm/˚C at 57.3 ˚C, which is at least 10 
times larger than the literature reported in [15-16], 3 times 
larger than that reported in [20-21] as well. More interesting, 
the observed trend of λres1 is different with that was previously 
reported [22-23]. 
 
Fig. 6. (a) The transmission spectra of the SLCPCF corresponding to variations 
in temperature from 40 ˚C to 57 ˚C; (b) Temperature sensitivity of λres1. 
When the temperature is higher than TNI, the anisotropy of E7 
vanishes. Then, the refractive index in the isotropic phase 
decreases linearly as the temperature increases, showing similar 
thermo-optic coefficient with refractive index matched liquid 
from Cargille Labs [24]. We may deduce that the two resonant 
dips (λres2 and λres3) shown in the measured transmission result 
from the coupling between the fundamental mode (HE11y and 
HE11x) and the higher order modes (HE21y, TM1 and HE21x, TE1) 
in Fig. 7. Linear fit method is applied to the linear region of the 
curve and a sensitivity of ~-3.7 nm/˚C is achieved.  
 
Fig.7. (a) The transmission spectra of the SLCPCF corresponding to variations 
in temperature from 59 ˚C to 110 ˚C; (b) Temperature sensitivity of λres2. 
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Figure 8 shows that the dip shifts towards shorter 
wavelength, then towards longer wavelength. Moreover, the 
LC phase has changed from anisotropic to isotropic in the 
temperature of 58 ˚C. Close to the temperature of 58 ˚C, the dip 
shifts drastically with high sensitivity. In the isotropic phase, 
the LC presents similar optical characteristics with refractive 
index matched liquids from Cargille Labs. Interestingly, the 
transformation between anisotropic phase and isotropic phase 
is reversible. The good agreement between theory and 
experiment confirms that the structure observed does give the 
expected optical response.  
 
Fig. 8. The transmission spectra of the SLCPCF corresponding to variations in 
temperature from -45 ˚C to 110 ˚C. 
IV. CONCLUSION 
In conclusion, we investigated the temperature tuning 
properties of the SLCPCFs from -45 ˚C to 110 ˚C. Because of 
the special temperature responses of LC’s indices and its phase 
transition property, the SLCPCF transmission was found to 
have different temperature responses at different temperature 
ranges. In special, we experimentally observed that the 
SLCPCF transmissions follows different trends within the LC 
phase, where the shift of the resonant wavelengths can be 
described with a quadratic function, and the isotropic phase, 
where the shift of the resonant wavelengths can be described 
with a linear function. The temperature sensitivity of the 
reported fiber (with a selectively filled channel) was 3-10 times 
higher than in fibers previously studied [15-16, 20-21].  
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